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Would you enter this event again? 
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Would you recommend this event to others? 

Number Response 

1 

The choices i've made up to this point may come over harsh but there were good points to the 
race. The main race was great, well marshalled and I enjoyed the whole thing. I can't say the 
same over the fun run's they were badly organised and defiantly need sorting out. Shower 
facilities is a bit unfair to mark on considering you were using some other guys house on the 
day. I can't see him appreciating 200 runners using his shower. Toilets weren't great, there was 
only one, a few port- a -loos wouldn't go a miss next time. The prizes were ok but seemed to be 
more aimed at the kids and if i'm honest it shouldn't be left to a young child to be picking out 
the spot prizes from the places board at the end. Every race i've run in this year the main 
organiser does the prize giving, no one else, it basically just came down to a free for all at the 
end. I never bought any food on the day but everybody seemed to be buying it so I presume 
that went down well. As I said I probably would race it again, I did enjoy the main race and I 
understand it was the first time that this event has been done and it is a learning process for all. 
I would recommend the main race to people,  just a few things need to be sorted out. 

2 
Needs to be a little more organised at the start inc. on time! Also the first walker arrived back to 
no acknowledgement as runners were making their way to start line. That said, the course more 
than made up for the initial frustrations - challenging but liberating! I will be back! Thank you! 

3 
The prize giving was all wrong. The spot prizes should be done last place then back to the top, 
then back to the bottom, then back to the top etc 

4 
More signage to areas like number collection, additional toilets etc. 
 
All in all a thoroughly enjoyable race. Well done and thanks. 

5 It would be nice to have women's size T shirts available, otherwise let's have medals instead. 

6 Really enjoyed it 

7 excellent well marked and marshalled course 

8 nice place 

9 
Great venue and course, especially the sting! Registration could have been better marked, 
stood in wrong queue for a while. doooh. Marshals and course markers were spot on. Thanks 
for a great day. 

10 
It was an excellent event, the route was excellent, wonderful mixture of environments and 
terrain scenery wonderful, company happy and welcoming, I thoroughly recommend the event 
and will be entering next year. 

11 

The race started a bit late. Some runners take these things pretty seriously and time their warm 
up rather precisely, also tend to be a bit nervous before the race. So, but be marched off to 
watch the (excellent) junior gym club display and delay the start was perhaps not to everyone's 
taste. 

12 
Do the prize giving like any other race and without loads of kids in the way. Don't just point to a 
pile of stuff on the floor when presenting to winners! 

13 My first time on walk so too early to comment 
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14 

On the drive at the finish there was a car obstructing the drive, and people walking about which 
was an inconvenience. 
 
I was disappointed not to get a T shirt, especially as I was asked what size I required when I 
entered 

15 
Not sure Runners are interested in Singers. 
 
If it was not for prize giving after the singers I don’t think it would have been so well attended. 

16 
With lots going on, at times it was difficult to know what was happening. A slightly simpler 
format may help next year ie 1 kids fun run rather than 3. 

17 A short walk for people with dementia would have been a nice addition if possible 

18 
In the children's races a lot of the Marshall's were not in place and was a little disorganised. 
Apart from that it was good. 

19 

The complimentary cuppa system was extremely slow as only one lady making tea, and stirring 
every cup for what seemed like an age, when the participant would have easily been able to stir 
the tea themselves and add the milk themselves. I do not drink tea so she kindly gave me a 
glass of milk. Thank you. 

20 
We entered on the family ticket and the other members of the family didn't have a number 
when we arrived. It was sorted out but for future it might be good to get a better system for 
group entry. 

21 
Complimentary cold drink instead of a hot one at the end would be more suitable.  Don't 
bother with dance group 2 mins before the race, nobody was bothered about it. 

22 
Plenty of Marshalls but some weren't quite in the ideal places, but I'm being picky, really 
enjoyed the day. 

23 More directions as you enter the village of Scorton 

24 
Already e-mailed you about t-shirts not being necessary. We get lots - and better more 
technical ones from other races 

25 Very enjoyable, good interesting/scenic course, hall venue eccentrically great! 

26 Results available to view at the event shortly after the race has finished 

    

 


